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www.hejnyrental.com

445FS Powernail Floor Stapler

Safety
Always wear front and side eye protection.
Always wear ear protection.
Always disconnect the air supply before making any adjustments, repairing, clearing jams or when stapler is not in use.
Never attach the female end of the quick attach to the stapler.
Use only regulated compressed air.
Only pull the trigger when the stapler is in the proper position on the work surface.
Always use the mallet to rack the wood strip, not the stapler.
DO NOT USE THE METAL END OF THE MALLET TO STRIKE THE PLUNGER.
Never place any part of the body in the discharge path of the stapler when air is connected to the stapler.
Never leave the stapler unattended while it is connected to an air supply.

Use
Used to staple 1/2", 3/4", and 33/32" tongue and groove hardwood flooring through the use of easy-to-change, no-mar adapter plates.

Requirements
1. The air source must continuously deliver 100 to 120 psi and 3-1/2 cubic feet of air per minute to operate the stapler.
DO NOT use this stapler in locations with drywall dust! Drywall dust conditions will dramatically decrease the life of the stapler. Dirty and/or wet air
will damage the stapler.
2. A combination filter-regulator-lubricator is required for proper stapler performance. Fill the lubricator with high-quality air tool oil. Detergent oil is
not recommended. If a in-line lubricator is not used, place 2-4 drops of air tool oil into the disconnected air line male connector attached to the stapler
every 8 hours of use. Do not over lubricate!

Operation
1. Rack the flooring into place with the rubber end of the mallet supplied with the stapler.
2. Place the stapler adapter foot on the tongued edge of the flooring strip to be stapled. Be sure the adapter foot is pressed tightly against the edge
of the flooring strip above the tongue. Be sure flooring strips are racked tightly. Pull the safety trigger and tap the stapler plunger rubber cap with the
rubber capped end of the mallet to discharge the stapler.
Warning: It is not necessary to hit the stapler hard to activate it. Never hit the stapler with excessive force or with the metal end of the mallet, this will
damage the stapler.
Never use the safety trigger interlock to lock up the plunger and rack the wood with blows to the stapler body. This will severely damage the safety
mechanism and stapler. This abuse and damage is not covered by the warranty or Hejny Rental's Damage Waiver.
3. Before each use, check all screws to be sure they are tight. Shock and vibration can loosen screws. Do not over tighten any screw.
4. The air supply must be clean and dry.
5. Check the air supply for leaks.
6. Load stapler by pulling back channel slide until slide catches on detent pin and locks into place. Place up to two clips (about 100 staples) into the
staple channel feed slot. Close channel making sure the slide locks back into place.
7. To unload stapler, disconnect air supply. Remove staples from staple channel by pulling back channel slide until slide catches on detent pin and
locks into place. Turn over stapler so the staples slide out of the channel.

If stapler requires service please return it to Hejny Rental.


